Kaleidoscopic View of Bowel Tuberculosis on Multi-Detector Computed Tomography (CT) Enterography – A Novel Technique Unfolding an Archaic Disease
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Summary

Gastrointestinal tuberculosis (GI TB) is an important manifestation of abdominal tuberculosis (TB), an extra-pulmonary form of the disease. GI TB commonly affects the small bowel but is difficult to diagnose due to the challenge of evaluating the entire length of overlapping small bowel loops with traditional diagnostic methods like Barium meal follow through, abdominal computed tomography (CT), and endoscopy. New techniques of CT/MR enteroclysis/enterography are now available which specifically image the small bowel.

MDCT enterography (MDCTE) is a non-invasive, simple to perform, modified abdominal CT imaging technique permitting reasonably accurate evaluation of the small bowel lumen, wall, perienteric tissues, and solid organs within the abdomen. As GI TB can cause morphological alterations in and around the small bowel, MDCTE seems to be an attractive modality for patients suspected of abdominal or GI TB.

As scarce literature is available on MDCTE on tuberculosis, we present a pictorial review on MDCTE findings in patients with GI tuberculosis proved on FNAC and clinical and/or imaging follow-up.
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Background

Extrapulmonary tuberculosis (TB) accounts for a significant number of tuberculosis cases in the developing world and is also increasingly encountered in the western world due to the rising incidence of human immune deficiency virus, use of immunosuppressant drugs, and immigration. Abdominal TB is the sixth most common manifestation of TB, and it may involve the lymph nodes, genitourinary tract, peritoneum or the gastrointestinal (GI) tract in a decreasing order [1]. GI TB may occur in isolation or as part of disseminated disease; with affection of the terminal ileum and ileocecal (IC) junction in most cases [2]. It closely resembles Crohn’s disease, in terms of clinical presentation and imaging and both diseases pose a great diagnostic difficulty to clinicians, radiologists, and endoscopists. Differentiation among the two inflammatory small bowel pathologies is essential as the basic treatment differs and institution of anti-tubercular treatment is required in GI TB. Comprehensive transverse and longitudinal evaluation of the entire small bowel is required for the diagnosis, which is not possible with a single imaging modality like barium meal follow through, enteroclysis, or abdominal computed tomography (CT). Imaging techniques targeted at
the entire length of the superimposed bowel loops and the surrounding tissues are required for specific imaging of the small bowel in suspected cases.

A modified but noninvasive abdominopelvic CT technique called CT enterography was developed by Raptopoulos et al. in 1997 [3] to evaluate the extent and severity of Crohn’s disease, especially in the small bowel. [3,4]. Administration of large volumes of oral contrast achieves optimal small bowel distention, thereby allowing superior visualisation and better assessment of the small bowel besides the usual evaluation of the surrounding tissues [5]. Further, use of MDCT for CT enterography enhances the spatial resolution in addition to a good small bowel distention. Bowel distension is achieved by ingestion of large volumes of oral contrast, unlike in CT enteroclysis whereby oral contrast is given through a tube placed at the duodenojejunal junction. This obviates the need for fluoroscopic nasoduodenal intubation, making CT enterography a better tolerated technique that also involves less radiation, time, and cost [4]. Moreover, it does not require an expertise to distend the bowel for imaging unlike in CT enteroclysis. 1200 to 1800 ml of positive or neutral oral contrast is given orally in a graded fashion to distend the bowel before the acquisition. An abnormally increased enhancement of the intestinal mucosa and the bowel wall in the regions of involvement is clearly demonstrated against the background of neutral or minimal contrast [6]. Positive contrast should be used if complex peritoneal collections are present with a clinical suspicion of bowel perforation or presence of bowel fistulas in neglected cases of bowel tuberculosis. Positive contrast helps in good delineation of fistulas and the exact site of anatomical small bowel obstruction [7].

MDCTE comprehensively evaluates the small bowel lumen, mucosa, and wall along with the perienteric tissues, mesentry, peritoneum, and solid organs, making it a useful investigation in detecting small bowel disease [4,6]. It overcomes the limitations of both conventional ‘barium meal follow through’ in evaluating low-grade obstructions and extra-luminal disease and that of abdominal CT by achieving a good bowel distension and isovolumetric imaging.

**Technique**

Thin axial sections are obtained after an intake of 1500–1800 ml of oral contrast (positive or negative), extending from the diaphragm to the pubic symphysis. The protocol parameters are as follows: kV, 120; effective mAs, 165; detector collimation, 0.625×64. 80–120 ml of non-ionic (300 mg/ml) contrast at a rate of 3ml/sec is administered intravenously. The contrast scanning is done during the enteric (45–50 s) phase of contrast enhancement to acquire maximum information on the bowel. The source axial images are transferred to the workstation for formation of MPRs and volumetric images for better assessment of the morphological alterations and better depiction of the pathoanatomy of the bowel.

A single examination of CT enterography delivers around 12–20 mSv [8] of effective radiation dose to the patient. As multiple studies result in cumulative radiation exposure, its judicious use with efforts directed to reduce the radiation dose are advised [9].

**MDCT Enterography Findings**

**Normal**

An adequate study shows well-distended small bowel loops (duodenum, jejunum, ileum) with enhancement of the bowel wall when negative oral contrast is used (Figure 1).

Normal ileal and jejunal loops measure below 2.5 cm and 3 cm in calibre, respectively [7] with wall thickness up to 3 mm in the distended and 5 mm in the collapsed state and uniform wall enhancement [7]. A normal but collapsed bowel loop may appear slightly more enhancing than a distended loop. There should be no clumping together with abnormal segmental dilatation/prominence of bowel loops. The caecum is positioned in the right iliac fossa, appears well distended with rounded configuration, showing normal walls, normal wall thickness and enhancement. The normal ileocaecal (IC) angle is 90 degrees and does not show any narrowing, widening, thickening, or abnormal wall enhancement (Figure 2).

Sometimes, differentiation of an abnormal bowel segment from a collapsed bowel segment is difficult but important to detect or rule out the pathology. Comparison to the adjacent normally distended segment is essential for a correct interpretation.

**GI tuberculosis**

GI TB may occur as an isolated disease or as part of a disseminated disease process. GI involvement occurs due to direct affection of the small bowel or due to nodal or peritoneal involvement. GI TB has a varied clinical presentation mandating early diagnosis.

Terminal ileum and IC junction are the most common involved sites followed by ileal loops, caecum, jejunal loops, and the remaining part of the colon. The rectum, duodenum, and stomach are rarely involved. Morphologically, bowel TB may present as a hypertrophic, ulcero-proliferative, and ulcerative form in 10%, 30%, and 60%, respectively [10]. Post-treatment healing with fibrosis results in formation of fibrotic strictures which may cause bowel obstruction.

**Level of bowel involvement**

The ileocaecal (IC) junction is involved in 64% of patients with GI tuberculosis [11]. Concurrent involvement of the caecum with the IC junction is suggestive of tuberculosis; a simultaneous ileal involvement is strongly suggestive of tuberculosis [12].

The IC junction displays abnormal mural thickening, abnormal position, and angulation. Thickening can be symmetric or asymmetric but concentric, with or without the presence of a stricture (decreased calibre with proximal dilatation), abnormal mural enhancement, and an altered IC angle (Figure 3, 4).

A concentric mural thickening of variable degrees (3 mm to 10 mm or more), usually showing homogenous...
Figure 1. MDCT enterography, coronal MPR images showing well-distended jejunum and ileal loops with normal bowel wall enhancement.

Figure 2. MDCT enterography, coronal MPR image with positive bowel contrast showing a normal IC junction.

Figure 3. MDCT enterography, coronal MPR images showing a circumferential, enhancing mural thickening involving the ileocaecal junction without stricture (arrows). Also noted is an enhancing caecal wall thickening of the lateral wall.

Figure 4. MDCT enterography, coronal MPR images showing a concentric, enhancing mural thickening of the ileocaecal junction and the terminal ileum with an altered ileocaecal angle (arrow-head).

Figure 5. (A) MDCT enterography, coronal MPR images demonstrating a concentric, enhancing mural thickening of the ileocaecal junction (arrow-head) and concentric stricture of the terminal ileum (arrow) causing dilatation of the proximal ileal loop. (B) MDCT enterography, coronal MPR images demonstrating an asymmetric wall thickening of the ileocaecal junction (arrow-head) involving the medial wall of the caecum (arrow) and terminal ileum. Pericaecal fat stranding is also evident in the image.
mild-to-moderate enhancement, may be encountered with involvement of the IC valve. The thickening is usually symmetrical (Figure 5A) or sometimes asymmetrical and limited to the medial wall (Figure 5B).

The caecum may be contracted, demonstrate a small calibre, and appear pulled-up (Figure 6A) with contiguous involvement of the ascending colon (Figure 6B).

An abnormally high placed, contracted, distorted caecum without any mural thickening suggests the presence of fibrosis [13], which is specific for tuberculosis (Figure 7).

A patulous IC valve and loss of the IC angle is also known [14–16], which lead to a patulous IC junction opening directly into the ascending colon (Figure 6B) with a completely obliterated caecal lumen.

The ileum is far more commonly involved than the jejunum due to the abundance of lymphoid tissue (Peyer patches) in the distal and terminal ileum [13]. The terminal part of the ileum, ileocaecal (IC) junction, and the caecum are concomitantly involved in the majority of patients. Mural thickening of the caecum or ileum with simultaneous involvement of the IC junction is strongly suggestive of tuberculosis [12].

**Nature of Bowel Involvement**

**Bowel wall thickening**

Focal, multifocal, or segmental involvement is seen as a concentric symmetrical/asymmetrical mural thickening showing a mild-to-moderate homogenous enhancement with or without a resultant luminal narrowing (Figure 8). The typical concentric mural thickening is the commonest CT finding. (Figures 9, 10). The wall thickening is homogenous and no stratification is evident like in Crohn’s disease [17].
Multifocal thickening is more common than focal thickening of the bowel (Figure 11), and concurrent IC involvement is a diagnostic clue. Enhancement of the bowel wall in the region of focal or segmental mural thickening is present and is mild-to-moderate and homogenous in nature. Perienteric stranding without increased vascularity is also seen in association with bowel wall thickening, reflecting the inflammatory nature of the disease (Figure 9).

Abnormal calibre

Jejunal and ileal calibre more than 3.0 and 2.5 cm respectively may be evident, usually with the presence of a narrowed bowel segment beyond the dilatation. Less commonly, a segmental/diffuse dilatation may be seen in cases presenting with malabsorption due to GI TB. Sometimes, peritoneal TB can cause small bowel involvement leading to small bowel dilation.
Identification of a transition zone with proximal dilation and distal normal or collapsed bowel loops suggests stricture. An inflammatory stricture appears as a circumferential, enhancing wall thickening that causes luminal compromise (Figure 12A) leading to proximal small bowel dilatation and other ancillary signs like the small bowel faeces sign (Figure 12B) and enteroliths.

**Active bowel disease**

An enhancing, circumferential bowel wall thickening in the terminal ileum, ileocecal junction, and the caecum suggest tubercular disease, which may or may not be associated with luminal obstruction. Active disease is associated with wall thickening with enhancement of the entire wall or only of the mucosa [17]. Lack of enhancement of thickened wall segments, that cause proximal bowel dilatation, suggests a chronic healed stricture [17]. Peri-enteric changes of fat stranding with increased vascularity may be evident in association with disease activity. Strong supportive evidence is provided by enlarged enhancing mesenteric lymph nodes with central necrosis.

An objective, CT-based predictive model has been suggested to diagnose GI TB using three CT parameters – long segment bowel wall involvement, terminal ileum involvement with or without cecum affection, and abdominal lymph node size greater than 1 centimetre [18].

**Extra intestinal findings**

Sometimes, bowel involvement occurs due to the presence of extraintestinal disease.

**Lymph nodes**

Lymphadenopathy (short axis diameter more than 1 cm) is the commonest extraintestinal finding that is seen in almost two-thirds of patients with GI tuberculosis and in 55–66% of patients with abdominal tuberculosis[18]. Involvement of multiple lymph node groups is seen most commonly with mesenteric lymphadenopathy (Figure 13A). Periportal lymphadenopathy also suggests tuberculosis, and 40–60% of patients with lymphadenitis classically demonstrate a hypoattenuating centre and an enhancing rim suggestive of caseous necrosis [19]. (Figure 13A, 13B). Sometimes, the enlarged lymph nodal masses may cause extrinsic bowel compression.
Figure 16. MDCT enterography, coronal image showing a thin membrane (arrow) around the matted jejunoileal loops, indicating formation of a cocoon. The loops inside the cocoon appear prominent.

Figure 17. MDCT enterography, axial image showing omental nodules (green arrow) with enhancing thickened peritoneum. Also noted in the right hypochondrium is peritoneal thickening with ascites (yellow arrow).

Peritoneum

Tubercular peritonitis, that is found in three types – wet, fibrotic, and dry, has overlapping CT features [19] with segmental enhancing plaques like nodular peritoneal thickening, or loculated hyperdense collections and ascites.

Wet tubercular peritonitis causes the bowel loops to adhere together due to thick exudates. Matting of bowel loops with or without evidence of segmental dilation is a significant finding pointing towards the diagnosis of tuberculosis. Interbowel collections may also be seen (Figure 14).

Small loculated collections are better appreciated with the use of positive oral contrast to distend the bowel. Matting may involve jejunal loops as well but is more commonly found in the ileal region. (Figure 15).

Sometimes, a membrane forms around the matted small bowel loops, forming a cocoon, entrapping the bowel loops, and causing their obstruction [21] (Figure 16).

Mesentery and Omentum

Omental thickening and nodularity is seen with its involvement [21] (Figure 17).

Mesenteric collections/abscesses may occur due to tubercular adenitis and can cause extrinsic bowel compression with or without significant bowel obstruction (Figure 18).

Rarely, enteric fistulas can be seen in GI tuberculosis with extensive peritoneal involvement, and they are demonstrated better with positive oral contrast. Fistulas occur more commonly with the anterior abdominal wall than with the bowel and rarely with other hollow organs (Figures 19A–19C). Sometimes, CT sinography/fistulography using positive water soluble contrast has to be undertaken to demonstrate the complete extent of the fistula.

Associated Findings

Solid organs- hepatosplenomegaly with or without multiple hypodense lesions, suggestive of granulomas, may be seen (Figure 20).

Miscellaneous Findings

Psoas abscesses (Figure 21), pleural effusion (Figures 20, 22), and complex adnexal lesions could be associated and can be well demonstrated on MDCTE in GI TB.

Post-Treatment Findings

Post-treatment findings of I/C tuberculosis vary from none to contracted and high-placed caecum with or without a stricture or distortion of the IC valve (Figure 23).

A fibrotic stricture, formed post treatment, demonstrates a marked luminal narrowing with a remarkable transition zone and no associated wall thickening (Figure 24).
Concurrent findings of lymph-nodal, peritoneal, or omental calcifications may be found.

Conclusions

Adequate luminal distention and the use of negative contrast to assesses the bowel wall, in addition to the perienteric findings and the associated solid organ, peritoneal, and mesenteric involvement, makes MDCT enterography a one-stop imaging modality for diagnosing GI involvement in tuberculosis.
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